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Three themes stand out in this issue (Vol. 26, No. 1). The first is human rights violations as they apply within the U.S., in NATO’s war in Kosovo, in Tibet, and vis-à-vis girl children and young women worldwide. The second centers on the contest over gender issues in social policy: the Christian Right’s use of bible devotionals to promote an agenda that opposes women’s reproductive rights, women’s entry into the work force, and women’s alternative lifestyle arrangements; the criminalization of mothers (mostly African American) for drug use; and legislative approaches to controlling hate crimes and reducing the incidence of certain male sex crimes by chemical castration. The final contributions expand on postmodern and chaos-theory research as it applies to conflict resolution and the confinement of the mentally ill.

GREGORY SHANK: Commentary: NATO's Humanitarian Bombing Mission
RITA MARAN: International Human Rights in the U.S.: A Critique
SALWE KAWEWE & ROBERT DIBIE: United Nations & the Problem of Women & Children Abuse in Third World Nations
HEDY RED DEXTER & J.M. LAGRANDER: Bible Devotionals Justify Traditional Gender Roles: A Political Agenda That Affects Social Policy
ENID LOGAN: The Nation’s Fury over “Crack Babies”
CHRISTOPHER MEISENKOTHEN: Chemical Castration — Breaking the Cycle of Paraphilic Recidivism
JANA BUFKIN: Bias Crime as Gendered Behavior
BRUCE A. ARRIGO & CHRISTOPHER R. WILLIAMS: Chaos Theory & the Social Control Thesis: Mental Illness & Involuntary Civil Confinement
ROBERT CARL SCHEHR & DRAGAN MILOVANOVIC: Conflict Mediation & the Postmodern: Chaos, Catastrophe & Psychoanalytic Semiotics
ARIF DIRLIK: Reflections on Postmodernity: Streetlife China
ANTHONY M. PLATT: New Books on Prisons, Race & Crime
NORMA STOLTZ CHINCILLA: Alternatives to Neoliberalism in Latin America
The Law and Society Association has an international membership and is open to persons who are interested in the interdisciplinary study of law, society, and legal processes. Members of the Association bring training in law, sociology, political science, psychology, anthropology, economics, history, and other related areas to better understand functioning legal systems in their social and historical context. Although they share a common commitment to developing theoretical and empirical understandings of law, members pursue widely varying interests. Whatever the issue, there is an openness in the Association toward exploring the contours of law through a variety of research methods and modes of analysis. The Annual Meeting draws participants from the U.S. and around the world. In 2001, the Association will meet jointly with the Research Committee on Sociology of Law (ISA) in Budapest, Hungary, July 4-7.
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